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Tip #1 –
Welcome to "A Safety Minute with Ol' Blue, USA”, sponsored in part by Alcoa 
Wheel Products. 
I'm your host, David "Cabover" Kolman.

Let's talk pre-trip safety inspections. 

Before starting on a run, note the general appearance and condition of your truck. 
Is it leaning? Any signs of leaks?  Any new body or glass damage? 

Review the last vehicle inspection report.  Note any defects found by the previous 
driver, and confirm that the necessary repairs were indeed made.

Why bother? 

To avoid the embarrassment, say, of trucking just 7 miles before breaking down 
because the clutch wasn't repaired.

The pre-trip inspection  -  it's well worth the time. 

This is "Cabover" Kolman inviting you to listen again for another
"Safety Minute With Ol' Blue, USA," sponsored in part by Alcoa Wheel Products.

In the meantime, visit Ol' Blue, USA on the web at: www.olblueusa.org
Copyright © 1986 - 2006 United Safety Alliance, Inc.
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Tip #2 –
Welcome to "A Safety Minute with Ol' Blue, USA”, sponsored in part by Alcoa 
Wheel Products. 
I'm your host, David "Cabover" Kolman. 

Let's talk pre-trip safety inspections. 

Before firing up your truck, open the hood or tilt the cab, put on a pair of gloves  -
to keep your hands clean and prevent scrapes  -  and check all the engine belts. 

First, test the tension of each belt.  Next, run a gloved hand along each belt, 
searching for frays and missing sections. 

Why bother? 

Ever sit on the shoulder of I-10, 40 miles west of Blythe, California, in the middle 
of August, sweltering in the heat because of a busted belt? 

The pre-trip inspection  -  it's well worth the time. 

This is "Cabover" Kolman inviting you to listen again for another
"Safety Minute With Ol' Blue, USA," sponsored in part by Alcoa Wheel Products. 

In the meantime, visit Ol' Blue, USA on the web at: www.olblueusa.org
Copyright © 1986 - 2006 United Safety Alliance, Inc.
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Tip #3 –
Welcome to "A Safety Minute with Ol' Blue, USA”, sponsored in part by Alcoa 
Wheel Products. 
I'm your host, David "Cabover" Kolman. 

Let's talk pre-trip safety inspections. 

When you or a mechanic replaces a worn belt found during the pre-trip, save the 
old one and carry it with you.  You may be able to use the old belt again in an 
emergency.  At the very least, the old belt contains the part number. 

Why?

Few things are worse than waiting in the cold dark of a January night on the side of 
I-80 on Elk Mountain, Wyoming, praying for road service to hurry up and get to 
you with that replacement belt?  Just when you're about frozen through, the road 
service guy finally arrives, but you discover, he’s got the wrong size belt. 

The pre-trip inspection  -  it's well worth the time. 

This is "Cabover" Kolman inviting you to listen again for another
"Safety Minute With Ol' Blue, USA," sponsored in part by Alcoa Wheel Products. 

In the meantime, visit Ol' Blue, USA on the web at: www.olblueusa.org
Copyright © 1986 - 2006 United Safety Alliance, Inc.
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Tip #4 –
Welcome to "A Safety Minute with Ol' Blue, USA”, sponsored in part by Alcoa 
Wheel Products. 
I'm your host, David "Cabover" Kolman. 

Let's talk pre-trip safety inspections. 

Get in the habit of always checking engine hoses  - all of the hoses.  Examine 
them carefully for leaks, seepage, mushy spots, chafing or other signs of wear and 
age.

Why?

Well let’s suppose you ignore that steering fluid hose that's leaking just a bit.  You 
pull out of the truck stop, make a hard right turn and  -  boom  -  the steering fluid 
hose blows. Now you've got to suffer the embarrassment of getting a couple of 
drivers to help you turn the steering wheel so you can maneuver your truck out of 
the way. 

What would have been a minor repair is now a big-buck job because you’ve got to 
pay for the fluid spill clean-up. 

The pre-trip inspection  -  it's well worth the time. 

This is "Cabover" Kolman inviting you to listen again for another
"Safety Minute With Ol' Blue, USA," sponsored in part by Alcoa Wheel Products. 

In the meantime, visit Ol' Blue, USA on the web at: www.olblueusa.org
Copyright © 1986 - 2006 United Safety Alliance, Inc.
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Tip #5 –
Welcome to "A Safety Minute with Ol' Blue, USA”, sponsored in part by Alcoa 
Wheel Products. 
I'm your host, David "Cabover" Kolman. 

Let's talk pre-trip safety inspections. 

Before the start of every trip, check the engine oil.  Do this when the engine is cold 
and your rig is on a level surface.  This keeps all the oil at the bottom of the pan, 
allowing for an accurate oil level reading. 

Why?

Only by checking your oil level daily will you know if your engine has been 
“making” oil.  This can occur when diesel fuel or water gets into the engine oil. 

If the dipstick reading is rising, and you haven't been adding oil, your engine could 
be “making” oil, and that’s a sign of trouble. 

The pre-trip inspection  -  it's well worth the time. 

This is "Cabover" Kolman inviting you to listen again for another
"Safety Minute With Ol' Blue, USA," sponsored in part by Alcoa Wheel Products. 

In the meantime, visit Ol' Blue, USA on the web at: www.olblueusa.org
Copyright © 1986 - 2006 United Safety Alliance, Inc.
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Tip #6 –
Welcome to "A Safety Minute with Ol' Blue, USA”, sponsored in part by Alcoa 
Wheel Products. 
I'm your host, David "Cabover" Kolman. 

Let's talk pre-trip safety inspections. 

The water level of your truck’s radiator is another item that ought to be checked 
daily when the engine is cold. 

It's a good idea to carry a gallon or two of pre-mixed antifreeze and water with you 
in your truck so you can easily add the mix when needed.  Having it pre-mixed 
takes the guesswork out of mixing on the run, plus it eliminates the need to have 
the mix tested.  

Why?

Besides the obvious safety precaution of checking the radiator level while the 
engine is cool, on a cold engine, any bad seals in the oil cooler will leak into the 
water supply. 

Checking the radiator level daily is the best way to catch this problem.

The pre-trip inspection  -  it's well worth the time. 

This is "Cabover" Kolman inviting you to listen again for another
"Safety Minute With Ol' Blue, USA," sponsored in part by Alcoa Wheel Products. 

In the meantime, visit Ol’ Blue, USA on the web at: www.olblueusa.org
Copyright © 1986 – 2006 United Safety Alliance, Inc.
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Tip #7 – 
Welcome to "A Safety Minute with Ol' Blue, USA”, sponsored in part by Alcoa 
Wheel Products. 
I'm your host, David "Cabover" Kolman. 

Let's talk pre-trip safety inspections. 

When checking your truck's radiator, also examine the fan hub. Gently move the 
fan back and forth, checking for play in the hub bearings.

Eyeball the fan blades for cracks and nicks. Unusual wear is a sign that the fan has 
been touching the shroud, and that’s most likely an indication that the motor 
mounts are coming loose. 

Why?

If a fan hub comes loose, it can walk itself through the radiator. 

Catching a bad fan hub before a failure reduces the cost of repairs, as well as the 
time your vehicle has to be in the shop for those repairs. 

The pre-trip inspection  -  it's well worth the time. 

This is "Cabover" Kolman inviting you to listen again for another
"Safety Minute With Ol' Blue, USA," sponsored in part by Alcoa Wheel Products. 

In the meantime, visit Ol' Blue, USA on the web at: www.olblueusa.org
Copyright © 1986 - 2006 United Safety Alliance, Inc.



Tip #8 –
Welcome to "A Safety Minute with Ol' Blue, USA”, sponsored in part by Alcoa 
Wheel Products. 
I'm your host, David "Cabover" Kolman.

Let's talk pre-trip safety inspections. 

Always give your engine and its components a good looking over, being alert for 
oil leaks and any other signs of trouble.  Once you’re satisfied that all’s well, lower 
the hood or cab, properly secure the latches, and make certain those latches are in 
good working condition.

It's always a good idea to check the hood or cab latches before pulling your truck 
out of a wash bay or service bay. 

Why?

It can be embarrassing  -  not to mention extremely dangerous  -  to get on your 
brakes and have the hood come up, or – if you’re in a cabover, have the cab tilt.

The pre-trip inspection  -  it's well worth the time. 

This is "Cabover" Kolman inviting you to listen again for another
"Safety Minute With Ol' Blue, USA," sponsored in part by Alcoa Wheel Products.

In the meantime, visit Ol' Blue, USA on the web at: www.olblueusa.org
Copyright © 1986 - 2006 United Safety Alliance, Inc.
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